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CRUMPLED CLASSICS

By CRAIG SODARO
# of lines

Frame Story
JASMINE (F) ..............................student in charge of the 76

production
BRIT (F) ....................................her best friend and assistant 38
SCOTT (M) ................................class hunk 53
SPEEDY (M) ..............................not the most motivated student 50
URSULA (F) ...............................doesn’t mind a fi ght or two 44
SOPHIE (F) ................................student who loves to read 31
MS. COLLINS (M or F) ................a young teacher 58
DR. DANVERS (M or F) ...............50s, the school principal 24
ABIGAIL (F)................................student playwright 39
CORY (M) ..................................shy, stage-frightened student 14
NOTE:  Unless otherwise noted below, any actor can play the various 
roles in the fi ve classic scenes. Doubling is fi ne!

Romeo and Juliet
(3 male [not CORY], 3 female)

GERI.........................................fast food counter girl 9
JULIET (JASMINE) ......................boss’s daughter 32
ROMEO (SCOTT) ........................teenager 24
BEN (SPEEDY) ...........................his best friend 10
MRS. CAPULET..........................Juliet’s mom 14
PARIS (not CORY) ......................teenage boy 9

Frankenstein
(1 male [not Cory], 4 female)

IVA (SOPHIE) .............................high school girl 46
FRANKIE (URSULA) ....................another 51
LOLA ........................................another 15
LANI .........................................another 9
MONSTER (SPEEDY) ..................teenage boy 16
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Phantom of the Opera
(2 male, 5 female, 1 male voice)

MADAME POMPADOUR ..............artistic director of the Paris 46
Opera

CHRISTINE DAIE (BRIT) ..............singer 43
GISELLE ...................................another 20
MARIE ......................................another 17
CHARLIE (CORY) ........................Christine’s agent 37
INSPECTOR ...............................investigator 9
COSETTE ..................................newspaper reporter 9

Sherlock Holmes
(1 male [not CORY], 3 female [not BRIT] plus 1 female voice)

JONI WATSON (ABIGAIL) .............young woman 39
SHIRLEY HOLMES (SOPHIE) .......her friend and roommate 35
VOICE OF MRS. HUDSON ...........offstage voice of their landlady 4
LADY LIVERMORE (not BRIT).......wealthy woman 32
LORD LIVERMORE (not CORY) ....her husband 33

Legend of King Arthur
(1 male [not CORY], 3 female [not BRIT])

MYRNA (not BRIT) .....................mother 49
ARTIE (not CORY) ......................her teenage son 34
SYBIL (not BRIT) ........................Myrna’s best friend 28
GUINNY (not BRIT) .....................stuck-up teenage girl 7
EXTRAS ....................................as townspeople n/a

SET DESCRIPTION
The play essentially takes place on a bare stage, with minimal props 
to establish simple, representational sets for each story. On the 
backstage wall, a handmade sign proclaims “Classics on Parade.” 
If desired, the UPSTAGE wall can also be decorated with various 
characters from classic literature. There is a counter or work table 
UP CENTER that can be used as a fast food counter, a dresser, a 
bookcase, a hiding place or whatever the various stories call for. In 
addition, several colorfully painted boxes are CENTER. These will be 
moved around for each story to create a couch, a bed and so on.
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CRUMPLED CLASSICS

ACT ONE
LIGHTS UP:  Played in front of the curtain, JASMINE and BRIT ENTER 
from the back or side of the auditorium.
JASMINE:  Hello? Where is everybody?
BRIT:  Gosh! You’d think everybody would be here by now! I’m so 

excited I can barely stand it!
SCOTT:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT.) Hey! I’m here. Who else do you need?
BRIT:  Hi, Scott! It’s really cool you’re missing practice to be here.
SCOTT:  (Winks at JASMINE.) Anything for the theater. Right, Jasmine?
JASMINE:  (Ignores him, nervous.) Is anyone else here? Is the set 

done? Where is everybody?
SCOTT:  Speedy’s here, the set’s done and most everyone‘s in the 

dressing room. It’s all under control.
JASMINE:  I hope so! I mean, this is dress rehearsal, and Ms. Collins 

hasn’t seen it yet and—
BRIT:  Jasmine, she’s going to love it! Our student teacher gave us free 

reign, and you’ve worked so hard putting “Classics on Parade” 
together. It has to turn out great!

SCOTT:  Yeah, it’s got you written all over it, Jasmine.
JASMINE:  Scott, do me a favor, will you?
SCOTT:  Escort you to prom? Gladly!
JASMINE:  Right now just open the curtain and let me see the set, okay?
SCOTT:  That’s it? What about prom?
JASMINE:  Prom? Oh, please! Who has time to think about a dumb 

dance? I think I’m going to have a heart attack or maybe break out 
in hives. (SCOTT shrugs, EXITS DOWN LEFT.)

BRIT:  Gee, Jasmine, Scott wouldn’t have to beg me to go with him to 
prom! Half the girls would kill to go with him.

JASMINE:  Who would they kill?
BRIT:  The other half! (CURTAIN OPENS to reveal the stage. SPEEDY lies 

on top of the counter, asleep.)
JASMINE:  (Screams when she sees the set.) Oh, no! This is awful! 

Awful!
BRIT:  (Charges ON.) There’s a dead body on the stage!
SCOTT:  (ENTERS LEFT.) That’s not a dead body. It’s just Speedy.
JASMINE:  That’s worse than a dead body on stage! Speedy! Speedy!
SPEEDY:  Huh?
JASMINE:  Get up!
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SPEEDY:  Okay, Mom. (Rolls off the counter thinking it’s his bed. Falls to 
the fl oor.) Gosh, how’d my bed get so high?

SCOTT:  It’s not your bed, you dope!
BRIT:  You’re at school. On stage. Remember, Speedy?
SPEEDY:  Oh, yeah. (Stands up.)
URSULA:  (ENTERS RIGHT with SOPHIE, who reads a book.) Like the 

set, Jasmine?
JASMINE:  It’s… it’s… awful!
URSULA:  (Offended.) Well, thanks a lot! After all our hard work! What’s 

so awful about it?
JASMINE:  It’s so… so… bare!
URSULA:  You said you wanted a counter, some boxes and that sign. 

You said make it utilitarian!
JASMINE:  But it’s sooo utilitarian!
URSULA:  I might have known it wouldn’t be good enough for the 

Steven Spielberg (or other famous director) of (name of school).
SCOTT:  Look, it’s going to have to do because it’s just about time to 

get this show on the road, isn’t it?
JASMINE:  Sophie, what do you think?
SOPHIE:  (Sighs.) I think Heathcliff is doomed. And so’s Catherine.
JASMINE:  And so is this presentation.
MS. COLLINS:  (ENTERS LEFT.) Hey there. How’s it going?
URSULA:  Hi, Ms. Collins. Jasmine’s complaining, as usual.
JASMINE:  I just thought it would all look a little less… utilitarian.
MS. COLLINS:  I think you need to calm down a bit, Jasmine. I know 

you worked very hard on this year’s presentation. You all have. The 
student teacher said you went at it like a… a… well, he said you 
really worked hard.

JASMINE:  Like a what?
MS. COLLINS:  Like a bunch of loggers taking down a forest.
SPEEDY:  Timber!
BRIT:  You are such a dork, Speedy!
ABIGAIL:  (ENTERS RIGHT, carrying a page of a script.) Has anybody 

seen Cory? I’ve got a little line change for him.
SOPHIE:  You’re going to change a line on Cory now?
BRIT:  The show’s ready to start!
ABIGAIL:  I just don’t think I caught the nuance of his character in the 

third scene and I thought a few more lines might help.
URSULA:  I wouldn’t do that to Cory.
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JASMINE:  It’s just a word or two, right?
ABIGAIL:  It’s just this speech. (Shows them the page.)
SPEEDY:  Whoa! That’s like the whole Declaration of Independence!
MS. COLLINS:  I don’t think any of us could memorize that in fi ve 

minutes, Abigail.
ABIGAIL:  But I want the script to be perfect, Ms. Collins! The words 

are everything!
SPEEDY:  Hey! The set’s important, too.
JASMINE:  Oh, I could just cry!
DR. DANVERS:  (ENTERS LEFT.) Well, Ms. Collins, are we ready for 

rehearsal?
MS. COLLINS:  Principal Danvers!
JASMINE:  The show isn’t until tonight.
DR. DANVERS:  I’ve got a budget meeting with the superintendent 

tonight focusing on personnel, so I thought I’d catch the dress 
rehearsal. I wouldn’t want to miss this.

MS. COLLINS:  Well… uh…
BRIT:  Gee! You can be our test audience and tell us what you think.
DR. DANVERS:  It will be my pleasure. And, Ms. Collins, I trust it will be 

better than that thing the classes put on last year.
MS. COLLINS:  But I wasn’t responsible for the show last year.
DR. DANVERS:  That’s right. That was Ms. Harding’s doing. She never 

could get her students to understand the real meaning of the 
classics. I ran into her the other day at Burger Barn where she 
works. She seems happy enough.

BRIT:  (Quick, covering.) Well, these are different classics this year.
JASMINE:  And we’ve really tried to make them relevant to our own 

lives, Dr. Danvers.
ABIGAIL:  We’ve tried to make the words sing.
DR. DANVERS:  I hate musicals.
SOPHIE:  She’s speaking metaphorically.
DR. DANVERS:  I hate metaphors.
MS. COLLINS:  Oh, dear.
DR. DANVERS:  And Scott, why aren’t you at practice?
SCOTT:  I’m in this show, Dr. Danvers.
BRIT:  He’s spreading his wings.
DR. DANVERS:  I hate wings. Well, Ms. Collins, let’s see what you’ve 

gotten out of your students. The superintendent is always 
interested. (Walks OFF and sits at rear of AUDIENCE.)
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MS. COLLINS:  (Nervous.) Okay, let’s go ahead and get started, kids.
ABIGAIL:  But, Ms. Collins, we can’t fi nd Cory!
MS. COLLINS:  Does he come on right away?
JASMINE:  No, but pretty soon.
MS. COLLINS:  Speedy, as soon as the show starts, go look for him, 

will you?
SPEEDY:  You got it, Ms. C.
JASMINE:  Speedy, you’re in the fi rst scene!
SPEEDY:  (Scratches his head.) I am?
MS. COLLINS:  (Terrifi ed.) Oh! Guys, good luck!
BRIT:  Gosh, Ms. Collins, you’re not supposed to say that in a theater.
SPEEDY:  Or Macbeth. (ALL gasp and look around nervously.)
MS. COLLINS:  Go ahead, kids, get ready.
BRIT:  And it’s going to be great, right? Right?
SCOTT:  Let’s hear it for “Classics on Parade”! (ALL except MS. 

COLLINS cheer and EXIT RIGHT and LEFT. CURTAIN CLOSES as MS. 
COLLINS steps in front of it.)

MS. COLLINS:  (Takes out a note card and reads to AUDIENCE.) Yes, 
well… Good evening, family and friends. It’s that time of year for 
our annual presentation of “Classics on Parade,” by my various 
English classes. The students you will see performing tonight have 
all gone that extra literary mile for your enjoyment in bringing great 
scenes from the classics to life. I am particularly happy to be here 
since our recently departed student teacher has been in charge 
of this class for the last month. This entire production was written 
and directed by the students themselves, and they’ve promised 
to make the classics relevant to their own lives. We begin with 
one of my favorites, a scene from “Romeo and Juliet” by William 
Shakespeare. (EXITS DOWN LEFT.)

ROMEO AND JULIET
For “Romeo and Juliet,” the boxes are set here and there as if chairs 
and small tables at a fast food restaurant. The counter serves as the 
order/pick-up location. SCOTT plays ROMEO, JASMINE plays JULIET 
and SPEEDY plays BEN. CORY is not in this scene.
AT RISE:  JULIET, wearing a hat that says “Slick Chick,” stands behind 
the counter, wiping it with a rag.
GERI:  (ENTERS RIGHT.) How’s it hanging, Julie, old girl?
JULIET:  Dead as my date last night.
GERI:  No kidding? I thought Ty was hot stuff.
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JULIET:  Sure, for a cold fi sh. His idea of a good time was watching the 
Seahawks beat the Marlins.

GERI:  At least he’s into sports.
JULIET:  Sports? He took me to the aquarium at feeding time! (Keeps 

up an animated but silent conversation with GERI as ROMEO and 
BEN ENTER LEFT.)

BEN:  We shouldn’t be in a Capulet’s Slick Chick Chicken Chomper’s Deli.
ROMEO:  Why not?
BEN:  ’Cause your family owns Bust-A-Gut Burgers. You Montagues are 

the culinary enemies of the Capulets!
ROMEO:  But I’ve got a craving for chicken strips.
BEN:  That’s like… like… a vampire wanting to see the sun rise!
ROMEO:  Chill out. What’s the worst thing that could happen?
BEN:  You’d fall in love with the daughter of your mortal enemy and 

rather than part, you’d both… (Draws a fi nger across his throat.)
ROMEO:  Yeah, like that’ll happen! (Steps up to the counter.)
JULIET:  (Turned away from ROMEO, talks to GERI.) So, like, there are 

absolutely no cool guys in this ‘burb.
ROMEO:  Excuse me. (JULIET turns. She and ROMEO gasp.)
GERI:  You were saying?
JULIET:  (To GERI.) Don’t you have a chicken to pluck?
GERI:  Anything for the boss’s daughter. (EXITS RIGHT.)
BEN:  Romeo! I’m getting out of here! (Runs OFF LEFT.)
JULIET:  So you’re Romeo, huh? Kind of a cool name in a romantic sort 

of way. Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou, Romeo?
ROMEO:  Wherefore, as in why? Because that’s who I am. So who are 

you? You got a name?
JULIET:  Juliet. But my friends call me Julie.
ROMEO:  What’s in a name? A burger by any other name would still be 

a burger. So, you’re the boss’s daughter, huh?
JULIET:  Daddy said I have to learn the business from the bottom up. 

How about you?
ROMEO:  My old man said the same thing. That’s why I fl ip burgers 

morning, noon and night.
JULIET:  Are you…
ROMEO:  Yeah. We own Bust-A-Gut Burgers.
JULIET:  Are they really as good as everybody says?
ROMEO:  Better.
JULIET:  Wow, I wish I could try one. So what’ll you have, Romeo?
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ROMEO:  You, Juliet. Only you.
JULIET:  You must believe in love at fi rst sight.
ROMEO:  It was good enough for Shakespeare!
JULIET:  Let’s blow this joint and run off to Taco Bell (or some other 

fast food place).
MRS. CAPULET’S VOICE:  (From OFF LEFT.) Juliet! I’ve got a surprise 

for you!
JULIET:  My mom! Get back here and hide!
MRS. CAPULET:  (ENTERS LEFT with PARIS, the ultimate nerd, as 

ROMEO slips around the counter and hides.) Oh, darling! I’m 
sooooo glad you’re not busy.

JULIET:  What’s the surprise, Mom?
MRS. CAPULET:  You’re engaged!
JULIET/ROMEO:  What?!
MRS. CAPULET:  Is there somebody else here?
JULIET:  No. Just me! And what do you mean I’m engaged?
MRS. CAPULET:  Honey, this is Paris.
JULIET:  Mom, you’re losing it! This is (name of town).
MRS. CAPULET:  No. (Pushes PARIS forward.) I mean, this is Paris. Say 

hello to Juliet.
PARIS:  Hello to Juliet.
JULIET:  Mom, I’m too young to get married! (ROMEO pinches JULIET.) 

Ouch! I mean unless it’s to some dreamy guy who just happens to 
walk in here and sweeps me off my feet.

PARIS:  I’ll sweep you off your feet.
JULIET:  Only with a snow shovel.
MRS. CAPULET:  That’s not fair! You don’t know anything about Paris.
JULIET:  Oh, no? It’s got the Eiffel Tower, and they eat snails!
MRS. CAPULET:  We’re not going to argue. Marrying Paris will merge 

Capulet’s Slick Chick Chicken Chomper’s with Oolala Hula Bula 
Polynesian Palace.

PARIS:  We’re going to call it the Slick Chick Chicken Chomper’s Oolala 
Hula Bula Polynesian Palace.

JULIET:  Mom, I’m not a business commodity to wheel and deal with!
MRS. CAPULET:  Well, I don’t see any other prospects lying around.
JULIET:  (Shoves ROMEO from behind the counter. He sprawls on the 

fl oor.) Just what do you call this?
ROMEO:  Hi.
MRS. CAPULET:  Juliet! Isn’t this… Romeo Montague?
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ROMEO:  (Rises.) That’s my name! Don’t wear it out!
MRS. CAPULET:  The son of our culinary enemy! Paris! You must 

defend us!
JULIET:  Give it a rest, Mom. I’m running off with Romeo!
PARIS:  You can’t do that!
ROMEO:  Why not?
PARIS:  Capulet’s Slick Chick Chicken Chomper’s Deli would have to 

merge with Bust-A-Gut Burgers!
ROMEO:  So?
JULIET:  Yeah! What’s wrong with Slick Chick Bust-A-Gut Burger 

Chomper’s Deli?
MRS. CAPULET:  Who’d ever remember all that?
PARIS:  Yeah!
ROMEO:  Look, nerdlinger, take a hike, or I’m going to kick your snails 

right out of here!
PARIS:  Oh, yeah? (Pulls a spatula out from inside his shirt.)
ROMEO:  Going to play tough, huh?
MRS. CAPULET:  Paris, be careful! (JULIET hands ROMEO a spatula 

from behind the counter.) Oh, no! He’s armed and dangerous!
PARIS:  En garde! (Launches into a spatula/sword fi ght with ROMEO. 

JULIET and MRS. CAPULET ad-lib screams and shouts.)
GERI:  (Runs ON RIGHT as BEN runs ON LEFT.) What’s happening?
JULIET:  Oh, Romeo! Romeo, wherefore art thou, Romeo?
ROMEO:  Why do you keep saying that?
JULIET:  Because it sounds so cool!
BEN:  Give me a panini press, and we’ll make quick work of him!
PARIS:  Hey! That wouldn’t be fair!
MRS. CAPULET:  So like a Montague. Of course, what do you expect 

from people who race horses in the afternoon, then serve them 
for dinner?

ROMEO:  That does it! (Swats PARIS’S spatula away and holds his own 
spatula at PARIS’S throat.) So, nerdlinger, ready to get fl ipped from 
the frying pan into the fi re? (PARIS screams and runs OFF LEFT.)

MRS. CAPULET:  Oh, no! Oh, no! This better not be the last time I see 
Paris! (Runs OFF LEFT.)

JULIET:  (Moves to ROMEO.) Wow, Romeo, you can sure handle a 
spatula.

BEN:  You ought to see what he can do with a waffl e iron.
GERI:  Gee, Juliet, you’re going to be in big trouble now.
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JULIET:  Like, who cares? I’ve got Romeo to protect me.
BEN:  What are you guys going to do now?
ROMEO:  I say we break with tradition, bag the unhealthy fast food and 

open someplace where we serve organic meals.
JULIET:  Tofu Trattoria!
ROMEO:  You guys want in on the ground level?
BEN:  I think Geri and I have a better idea.
GERI:  We’re going to make ice cream and call our place Geri and Ben’s.
BEN:  I still think Ben and Geri’s is catchier.
GERI:  Ben, we’ve been over this before.
JULIET:  Hey, guys, that’s much ado about nothing.
ROMEO:  Yeah, as you like it. All’s well that ends well! (BEN, GERI, 

JULIET and ROMEO are joined by PARIS and MRS. CAPULET for a 
bow at CENTER STAGE. End of “Romeo and Juliet.” JASMINE and 
SCOTT step DOWNSTAGE as the CURTAIN CLOSES.)

SCOTT:  (In front of the curtain.) Wow, Jasmine, that was a pretty hot 
scene.

JASMINE:  It’s just the lights, Scott.
SCOTT:  C’mon, didn’t you feel anything?
JASMINE:  Of course. I felt like we were off to a good start.
SCOTT:  (Triumphant to himself.) All right!
MS. COLLINS:  (Runs ON DOWN LEFT. Bewildered.) Oh, students! What 

can I say?
SCOTT:  Sheer genius?
MS. COLLINS:  Sheer madness! You’ve twisted the beauty of Romeo 

and Juliet into some kind of pretzel.
SPEEDY:  Pretzels are always twisted, Ms. C. Except for those little 

sticks that you can stick up your nose and act like a wild bull. (ALL 
stare at him, speechless.) Sorry.

JASMINE:  We’ve made the story relevant to us, Ms. Collins!
SOPHIE:  It’s so much happier this way. Shakespeare was probably 

going through a divorce or something when he wrote it.
MS. COLLINS:  Shakespeare never got a divorce! He wrote a sad play 

because it’s a tragedy!
SCOTT:  That’s just it! We’ve got to lighten up these days, right?
ABIGAIL:  (ENTERS DOWN RIGHT with SOPHIE.) Guys, I still can’t fi nd 

Cory! Anybody seen him?
URSULA:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT, dragging IN a terrifi ed CORY.) Here he 

is! The one and only Cory.
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SCOTT:  Where’ve you been, dude?
URSULA:  I found him hiding in a closet.
MS. COLLINS:  Cory, you look kind of pale. Do you feel all right?
CORY:  I’m better since I threw up. But I don’t know. My head’s still 

spinning and my stomach’s doing fl ip-fl ops. I think I better go home.
SPEEDY:  I can give you a ride.
JASMINE:  Speedy! You can’t leave! You’re on again soon!
SPEEDY:  I am?
MS. COLLINS:  And Cory, your grade depends on this.
CORY:  But… but… I’ll mess up. I know I will! I’m no good at this stuff!
JASMINE:  Cory, you can’t do this!
CORY:  That’s what I keep telling myself. I… I think… I’m going to… 

(Runs OFF DOWN RIGHT.)
URSULA:  I’ll go see if he needs any help.
JASMINE:  But you’re on in the next scene, Ursula.
SOPHIE:  I’ll go.
JASMINE:  No, you’re on, too! Scott? Would you go talk to Cory?
SCOTT:  Me? Why do I… (JASMINE smiles at him.) Well, okay. (EXITS 

DOWN RIGHT.)
MS. COLLINS:  Kids, please be more faithful to the next classic. 

Please! (EXITS DOWN LEFT.)
JASMINE:  Places, everybody! (ALL EXIT except JASMINE. To AUDIENCE.) 

And now, ladies and gentlemen, our next classic comes from the 
pen of Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, a tale of terror written during 
the strangely cold and forbidding summer of 1816. We give you 
“Frankenstein”! (EXITS DOWN LEFT.)

FRANKENSTEIN
For “Frankenstein,” the boxes can be arranged as tables and chairs in 
a school science lab. The counter now serves as a laboratory table. 
URSULA plays FRANKIE, SOPHIE plays IVA and SPEEDY plays the 
MONSTER.CORY is not in this scene.
AT RISE:  FRANKIE and IVA ENTER LEFT. FRANKIE drags a large, stuffed 
canvas bag, while IVA carries a laptop. They move to the lab table. 
SOUND EFFECT:  THUNDER. LIGHTS FLASH.
IVA:  Did you see anybody, Frankie?
FRANKIE:  Not a living soul.
IVA:  Yeah, just the two of us.
FRANKIE:  Soon to be three!
IVA:  Oh, Frankie, I’m scared!
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FRANKIE:  Look, don’t you remember what Mr. Newton said? The only 
way man can advance is to step off the abyss into the unknown.

IVA:  Well, what does he know? He’s only a science teacher. He just 
doesn’t know what kind of unknown is waiting down there.

FRANKIE:  (Puts the canvas bag behind the lab table.) If I didn’t know 
better, I’d say you’re a chicken.

IVA:  Yeah! I’m a chicken, and proud of it! Cockadoodledoo!
FRANKIE:  I said chicken, not rooster.
IVA:  Speaking of which, I don’t see why we couldn’t have put a chicken 

together.
FRANKIE:  That’s not our hypothesis.
IVA:  What’s our hypothesis again?
FRANKIE:  That we can create the perfect guy.
IVA:  There are lots of perfect guys just hanging around.
FRANKIE:  Sure—on our locker doors. But are any of them walking 

around?
IVA:  No.
FRANKIE:  Have any of them ever called you?
IVA:  No.
FRANKIE:  Do you even know any of them?
IVA:  My cousin’s old roommate’s friend’s mother-in-law worked in the 

school cafeteria where Johnny Depp (or other popular star) went to 
seventh grade.

FRANKIE:  I rest my case.
IVA:  I still think we’re playing with fi re.
LOLA:  (ENTERS LEFT with LANI.) Well, look who’s here!
LANI:  Frankie Frankenstein and little Iva Gore.
FRANKIE:  Hi, Lola.
IVA:  Hi, Lani.
LOLA:  Working on some extra credit?
FRANKIE:  As a matter of fact, yes. We’re working on our science fair 

project.
LANI:  Totally geeky.
IVA:  Have you started yours?
LOLA:  Mine’s all done.
FRANKIE:  That’s right. You’re bringing your baking soda volcano you 

did in fi fth grade.
LOLA:  It won fi rst place.
LANI:  You gals got dates for the Winter Wonderland Dance?
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FRANKIE:  As a matter of fact, we’re working on it.
LOLA:  What are you going to do? Whip one up in the science lab?
LANI:  That’s not nice, Lola. If that’s the only way they can get dates, 

we shouldn’t laugh at them.
IVA:  Our dates will be cooler than yours.
LOLA:  Cooler than Johnny Keats?
LANI:  And Georgie Byron?
FRANKIE:  Way cooler.
LOLA:  (Laughs.) Well, good luck!
LANI:  And keep dreaming!
IVA:  Don’t you two have to go get your skin scaled or something?
LOLA:  Oh, gosh! We’re late for our facials. Bye!
LANI:  Tata! (EXITS RIGHT with LOLA. SOUND EFFECT:  THUNDER. 

LIGHTS FLASH.)
IVA:  (Opens the laptop and sets it on the lab table.) Well? What are we 

waiting for?
FRANKIE:  I thought you were having second thoughts.
IVA:  They just walked out of the room! Is everything ready?
FRANKIE:  I think I remembered everything. Two legs, two arms, two 

eyes, two ears, two noses—
IVA:  Two noses?
FRANKIE:  Just kidding.
IVA:  Not funny!
FRANKIE:  Forgive me. Lab humor. (Hooks the wires from the computer 

to the canvas bag, unseen by AUDIENCE.)
IVA:  I know I shouldn’t ask, but… where did you dig up all the… parts?
FRANKIE:  Dig up?
IVA:  Yeah… like a cemetery?
FRANKIE:  Oh, gosh, Iva, I’d be way too scared to do anything like that! I 

just went to my Uncle Herman’s warehouse and picked everything up.
IVA:  Your uncle has a warehouse of spare parts?
FRANKIE:  He’s the biggest supplier of mannequins in the city.
IVA:  Mannequins?!
FRANKIE:  Well, sure. We want a perfect guy, and those mannequins 

are always soooo handsome.
IVA:  And you think a little electricity is going to bring all that wood to 

life?
FRANKIE:  It worked for my dog, Fluffy.
IVA:  Your dog Fluffy was never a mannequin.
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FRANKIE:  No, he was stuffed. We’re ready! Let me just enter a 
password or two… (Types on the laptop.) And now we jump into the 
unknown abyss. (IVA moves away.) Where are you going?

IVA:  I’m afraid of high places!
FRANKIE:  Here goes! (Dramatically, she pushes “Enter.” SOUND 

EFFECT:  THUNDER. LIGHTS FLASH. FRANKIE runs to IVA, and they 
hold one another. SOUND EFFECT:  A LOUD ELECTRONIC SOUND. 
Slowly, the canvas bag rises from behind the lab table. It is clearly 
a guy [SPEEDY as the MONSTER] with a canvas bag over his head. 
The NOISES STOP. LIGHTS RETURN TO NORMAL.)

IVA:  Is it done yet?
FRANKIE:  I don’t know.
IVA:  Why not?
FRANKIE:  It’s not like I can stick a cake tester in and see if it comes 

out clean. We’ll just have to walk up to it. Him. And see.
IVA:  You fi rst. (Pushes FRANKIE toward the fi gure.)
FRANKIE:  Don’t push!
IVA:  I thought you were ready to jump into the abyss.
FRANKIE:  You’re right. I’m sure he’s turned out just fi ne.
IVA:  I said that about my gingerbread men last Christmas, but they 

were all twisted and fell apart.
FRANKIE:  I’m sure he’s just perfect. Exactly the kind of guy I’ve always 

dreamed about. Ready?
IVA:  Did they have to unveil the Statue of Liberty like this?
FRANKIE:  I don’t think so. You take that side, and I’ll take this side.
IVA:  Do I have to?
FRANKIE:  What kind of scientist are you?
IVA:  I’m a chicken, remember?
FRANKIE:  C’mon. Just grab the bag.
IVA:  What if he grabs me?
FRANKIE:  We should be so lucky! Ready? On the count of three. One, 

two, three! (She and IVA lift the canvas bag off the MONSTER, who 
is a very nicely dressed young man with no discernable scars or 
marks; he looks like a movie star.)

IVA:  Oh, gosh! Your uncle sure has some nice parts in his warehouse.
FRANKIE:  He’s just like I’ve always dreamed about! (Clears her throat.) 

My name is Frankie. What is your name?
MONSTER:  Me Tarzan, you Jane.
IVA:  Whose brain did you put in there?
MONSTER:  Got you! Just kidding!
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FRANKIE:  Wow! You not only talk, you’ve got a sense of humor.
MONSTER:  And that’s not all. I can sing, dance, catch a 75-yard pass 

and spell antidisestablishmentarianism.
IVA:  Oh, Frankie, can we share him?
FRANKIE:  He’s all mine, Iva.
IVA:  You’ve got to make me one!
MONSTER:  Wow, you two are really, really gorgeous!
FRANKIE:  Really?
MONSTER:  And what’s that fantastic perfume you’re wearing? It’s 

driving me wild!
FRANKIE:  Do you really like to dance?
MONSTER:  And how! (Grabs FRANKIE and spins her around with some 

snappy dance steps.)
FRANKIE:  You’re taking my breath away.
MONSTER:  How about you sit down and I’ll whip up a chocolate fudge 

cake?
IVA:  I’m drooling! I’m drooling!
MONSTER:  No problem! I’ll clean that up in a jiffy!
FRANKIE:  Do you have a name, other than incredible?
MONSTER:  I’m yours to name, sweetheart.
FRANKIE:  We need a name, Iva. The perfect name!
IVA:  Zack…
FRANKIE:  Jordan…
IVA:  Aaron…
FRANKIE:  Adam! That’s it! I’ll name him after the very fi rst man.
LOLA:  (ENTERS RIGHT with LANI.) Sorry, but we forgot our—well, now, 

who do we have here?
MONSTER:  Why, you two are really, really gorgeous!
LANI:  Where have you been hiding?
MONSTER:  In a bag.
LOLA:  Well, it’s time somebody let the cat out of the bag.
MONSTER:  What’s that fantastic perfume you’re wearing? It’s driving 

me wild!
FRANKIE:  You two go on and get! He’s mine! He’s all mine!
LOLA:  Can you dance, handsome?
MONSTER:  Can I dance? (Grabs LOLA and repeats his moves with her.)
LOLA:  Say, are you doing anything Saturday night?
MONSTER:  My calendar is wide open.
LOLA:  Then pencil in that you’re taken for the Winter Wonderland Dance.
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LANI:  What about Johnny Keats?
LOLA:  He’ll understand. Now how about we go get a bite to eat? You 

look famished.
MONSTER:  Sounds like a winner.
FRANKIE:  Adam! Adam, you’re mine! I love you!
MONSTER:  But I love the one I’m with.
LOLA:  Ciao! (Leads MONSTER OFF RIGHT, followed by LANI.)
IVA:  You created a guy, all right!
FRANKIE:  What went wrong?
IVA:  Maybe there’s no such thing as a perfect guy.
FRANKIE:  If you don’t succeed the fi rst time, try, try again!
IVA:  Back to the old drawing board?
FRANKIE:  Yeah, and in the meantime… Lani! Lani, wait! What’s Johnny 

Keats’ cell number? (She and IVA run OFF RIGHT as “Frankenstein” 
ends and the CURTAIN CLOSES.)

MS. COLLINS:  (Runs ON DOWN LEFT in front of the curtain.) Oh, dear! 
Kids! Kids!

JASMINE:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT as BRIT and ABIGAIL ENTER DOWN 
RIGHT.) That one was great, wasn’t it, Ms. Collins?

BRIT:  I love how the girls took charge instead of passively waiting for 
the perfect guy to come along!

MS. COLLINS:  Don’t you think you lightened up Ms. Shelley’s story a 
bit too much? She was dealing with the ponderous question of the 
nature of life itself.

ABIGAIL:  And we brought all of that to a level we can understand.
JASMINE:  After all, what did Frankie and Iva want? The perfect man.
ABIGAIL:  Just like Dr. Frankenstein.
MS. COLLINS:  He wanted to create a human. Human life. Your 

characters just want a date for a dance!
SCOTT:  (ENTERS DOWN RIGHT.) Speaking of which, Jasmine—
JASMINE:  Oh, gosh! How’s Cory?
SCOTT:  Cory?
BRIT:  You were helping him, right, Scott?
SCOTT:  You know, I got busy with something else and… well… I don’t 

know where he is.
URSULA:  (With SPEEDY, brings CORY ON DOWN RIGHT.) One foot in 

front of the other.
SPEEDY:  You’re walking like a champion, Cory.
BRIT:  Are you all set, Cory?
CORY:  All set?
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BRIT:  Your classic is on next!
CORY:  Me? Next?
JASMINE:  Cory, take a deep breath! (CORY gasps.) Deeper! (CORY 

takes a longer breath.)
SPEEDY:  No, like this, man! (Bends over as if getting ready to run a 

mile. He slowly rises, inhaling long and loud, then holds his breath.)
JASMINE:  Yeah! Like that!
SCOTT:  Here, we’ll do it together. (Helps CORY inhale. They immediately 

exhale. CORY smiles.)
CORY:  Wow, that helped a lot.
SCOTT:  Nice going, Speedy! (Slaps SPEEDY on the back. The breath 

SPEEDY’S been holding explodes.)
BRIT:  Gosh, are you all right, Speedy?
SPEEDY:  I was waiting for somebody to do that.
URSULA:  Ms. Collins? How’s Danvers liking the show?
MS. COLLINS:  Shhhhh!
URSULA:  She’s back there, right?
MS. COLLINS:  Yes, but… but she’s been taking notes the whole 

time. Oh, please, kids, how many more of the classics have you 
mutilated—I mean, updated?

ABIGAIL:  Oh, Ms. Collins, she’s going to love our next one. Cory’s the 
star.

CORY:  Oh, no! I feel sick!
JASMINE:  (Grabs him by his shoulders.) No! You’re not sick! You’re 

going on if I have to hold you up myself.
MS. COLLINS:  Oh, dear!
JASMINE:  Sophie! Intro, please, intro! C’mon, Cory. (Tries to move 

CORY, but he’s frozen to the fl oor.)
SCOTT:  Allow me. (Gets behind CORY and pushes him OFF DOWN LEFT. 

JASMINE follows them OFF.)
BRIT:  Oh, gosh! This is my big scene, too!
URSULA:  You’re not going to freak out, are you?
BRIT:  Freak out about being in the spotlight? No way!
SOPHIE:  (ENTERS and steps to CENTER as others EXIT. To AUDIENCE.) 

One of the great themes in literature is that of beauty and the 
beast, the forlorn hero hopelessly in love with the beautiful but 
unattainable heroine. Quasimodo longed for Esmeralda and would 
do anything to have her return his affections. And so it is with 
the “Phantom of the Opera,” one of the great romances of all 
time—a beast doomed to love the intoxicating beauty of opera 
star Christine Daie. (EXITS DOWN LEFT.)
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PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
For “Phantom of the Opera,” the boxes are arranged as though they 
are seats in an auditorium facing UPSTAGE. The counter is draped in 
black cloth, as though it is a covered set piece on the opera’s stage. 
BRIT plays CHRISTINE, and CORY plays CHARLIE.
AT RISE:  MADAME sits DOWN RIGHT and CHRISTINE stands UP 
CENTER. She chomps on gum and twists her hair with her fi nger. 
GISELLE and MARIE stand LEFT, waiting their turn to audition.
MADAME:  So you are…?
CHRISTINE:  The greatest soprano since… since… gosh, I don’t know 

when!
MADAME:  I meant your name.
CHRISTINE:  Christine Daie. My last name’s got all the vowels except 

for “u” and “o.”
MADAME:  Here at zee Paris Opera we only care about vowels when 

zey are sung.
CHRISTINE:  Well, gee.
MADAME:  “G” is a consonant, not a vowel. Ms. Daie, what do you 

intend to sing?
CHRISTINE:  “Happy Birthday.”
MADAME:  Zee last aspirant for zee role of Madame Butterfl y sang 

“Un bel di vedremo” by Puccini.
CHRISTINE:  How can I sing that? I don’t speak Chinese!
MADAME:  Ms. Daie, who is your agent?
CHRISTINE:  Charlie. Charlie Bigelow.
MADAME:  Zis is the last time any of his clients will audition for zee 

Paris Opera!
CHRISTINE:  Yeah, once you’ve got me, you got the whole package! 

(Bursts into a terrible rendition of “Happy Birthday.” GISELLE and 
MARIE cover their ears. MADAME rises and moves to CHRISTINE.)

GISELLE:  Stop it!
MARIE:  You’re hurting zee ears!
MADAME:  Cease and desist! (Covers CHRISTINE’S mouth with her 

hand.) Enough!
CHRISTINE:  Pretty good, huh?
MADAME:  Don’t call us! We’ll call you! (Hustles OFF RIGHT with 

GISELLE and MARIE.)
CHRISTINE:  That’s what they all say.
CHARLIE:  (ENTERS LEFT. He is nervous at fi rst, perhaps stumbling over 

his lines a bit, but he rather quickly warms up to the experience. He 
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wears a checkered jacket and sunglasses.) So, kiddo, how’d it go? 
You get the part?

CHRISTINE:  No!
CHARLIE:  How come?
CHRISTINE:  I can’t sing in Chinese!
CHARLIE:  What’re you talking about? Look at you! My girl’s a star! 

You’ll light up the stage!
CHRISTINE:  Oh, Charlie, I’m only a ten-watt bulb in a 1,000-watt socket.
CHARLIE:  Don’t say that! You’ve got to get a job. How else will I get 

my 15 percent?
CHRISTINE:  Ten percent!
CHARLIE:  Oh, yeah, ten percent, then.
CHRISTINE:  How come you’re so desperate?
CHARLIE:  Oh, no reason. It’s just that I owe some money to… The Viper.
CHRISTINE:  Who’s The Viper?
CHARLIE:  Nobody knows. But The Viper is very generous, unless you 

don’t pay your loan back.
CHRISTINE:  Well, I don’t think this opera thing is going to work out. 

Maybe the Moulin Rouge will call.
CHARLIE:  They did. They said you can work there.
CHRISTINE:  Gosh! That’s great news!
CHARLIE:  You can work as a dishwasher.
CHRISTINE:  No way! You know what dishwater does to my hands!
CHARLIE:  There’s got to be a way, Christine. There’s got to be a way to 

make you a star! Wait a second. Wait a second! You still got that 
voice changer thingymabobber?

CHRISTINE:  Yeah, but I sound awful in every voice I tried. (From her 
purse, CHRISTINE pulls out a voice-changing toy.) What’re you going 
to use it for?

CHARLIE:  I got an idea, kiddo, and it’s a humdinger! (Leads CHRISTINE 
OFF LEFT. MADAME, GISELLE and MARIE ENTER RIGHT.)

MADAME:  Ah… Zis is much nicer.
GISELLE:  Are you feeling better, Madame Pompadour?
MADAME:  Yes, a little deep breathing always makes zee headache 

vanish.
MARIE:  Looks like she did zat on her own.
MADAME:  Oui! Now, Giselle, my dear… would you please?
GISELLE:  But, of course, Madame! (SOUND EFFECT:  GISELLE begins 

to “sing” an aria. She actually lip-syncs to a recording of an opera 
star. Suddenly, the SINGING STOPS.)
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CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A. Disguises his voice for the next 
exchange.) This is the Phantom of the Opera!

MADAME:  Who is zat?
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) I just told you! The Phantom of the 

Opera!
GISELLE:  Oh, Madame! I am scared!
MARIE:  Oui! I am terrifi ed!
MADAME:  Someone is just playing zee trick on us! Zere is no phantom 

at zees opera!
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) Don’t make me mad, lady!
MADAME:  Ha! What can you do to me?
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) Only this! (A foam or tennis ball fl ies on 

from LEFT, hitting MADAME [lightly] in the head. MARIE and GISELLE 
scream in terror as MADAME swoons dramatically to the fl oor.)

GISELLE:  Madame!
MARIE:  I think she’s dead! (Over the P.A., CHARLIE’S VOICE laughs 

wickedly.)
GISELLE:  (Feels MADAME’S wrist.) But wait! She has zee pulse!
MARIE:  (Shouts in MADAME’S ear.) Madame! Madame Pompadour, 

can you hear me?
MADAME:  I’m not deaf!
GISELLE:  (Helps MADAME stand.) Oh, Madame! We zought you were 

dead.
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) And the next time you will be!
MADAME:  Zere is, indeed, a madman here at zee opera! Madman! 

What do you want?
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) Christine Daie must sing the role of 

Madame Butterfl y!
MADAME:  Absurd! Insane! Zees will never happen!
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) Then the opera will be destroyed!
MADAME:  Six of one, half a dozen of zee other!
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) Dare to defy me, the Phantom of 

the Opera? (BLACKOUT. GISELLE and MARIE scream. LIGHTS COME 
UP a moment later. MARIE is gone—only her scarf lies on the fl oor.)

GISELLE:  Marie? Madame! Marie has disappeared!
MADAME:  We shall phone zee police!
INSPECTOR:  (ENTERS LEFT.) But we are already here! An anonymous 

caller said zere would be trouble at zee Paris Opera!
GISELLE:  Zee Phantom has taken Marie!
INSPECTOR:  Oolala! What is zees about a phantom?
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MADAME:  Someone is playing zee trick! Zere is no phantom!
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) Are you sure about that, Madame 

Pomeranian?
MADAME:  Pompadour, you idiot!
INSPECTOR:  But, Madame! Zat was zee phantom!
COSETTE:  (ENTERS RIGHT, pen poised at her small notebook. To 

herself, as she scribbles in her notebook.) A cold-blooded monster 
who lives in zee bowels of zee opera!

INSPECTOR:  And who are you?
COSETTE:  Press! I represent zee Paris Peekaboo!
MADAME:  Oh, no! If zee public hears about zees—
COSETTE:  Zey like nothing better!
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) Then tell the world that unless 

Christine Daie sings Madame Butterfl y, there will never be another 
opera at this opera house! (Laughs wickedly. MADAME and GISELLE 
scream and run OFF LEFT.)

COSETTE:  Stop zee presses! I have zee scoop of zee century! (Runs 
OFF RIGHT.)

INSPECTOR:  (Blows his whistle.) To arms! To arms! Zee opera house 
is under siege! (Runs OFF LEFT.)

CHRISTINE:  (ENTERS RIGHT, looks around nervously.) Charlie? Charlie, 
what are you doing?

CHARLIE:  (ENTERS LEFT. Normal voice.) Getting you a job, Christine, 
that’s what!

CHRISTINE:  But you’ve terrorized the entire opera house and 
kidnapped one of the singers.

CHARLIE:  Kidnapped? C’mon! She cut out to meet her gorgeous hunk 
of a boyfriend, Raoul!

CHRISTINE:  Do you really think I’ll get to sing?
MADAME:  (ENTERS LEFT.) Christine Daie?
CHARLIE:  Yeah… this is Christine Daie.
MADAME:  And who are you, little man?
CHARLIE:  Her agent. Want to make something of it?
MADAME:  Your voice sounds familiar.
CHARLIE:  You know Pavarotti? Boccelli? Domingo?
MADAME:  Mais oui! Who doesn’t?
CHARLIE:  They were my boys!
CHRISTINE:  Charlie here made them famous.
CHARLIE:  And Christine’s right up there with the best of them!
MADAME:  I zink zees is all just zee hoax!
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GISELLE:  (Runs ON LEFT with MARIE.) Oh, Madame! I found Marie!
MADAME:  And what happened to you?
MARIE:  A… a huge monster… an ugly man wearing half a mask… 

came and… carried me off… into zee sewers below zee opera! Oh, 
but I was too scared to zink!

GISELLE:  Please, Madame, let Christine sing!
MADAME:  But… but… it would be… an insult to anybody with ears!
CHRISTINE:  Well, who died and left you my chief critic?
MARIE:  Zee phantom will get us all, Madame!
MADAME:  No! No! Zere is no phantom! (Storms OFF LEFT, followed by 

GISELLE and MARIE.)
GISELLE:  (As she EXITS.) But Madame! Marie saw him!
MARIE:  (As she EXITS.) I really did! Really. Really! Really!
CHRISTINE:  So what now, Charlie? (A paper airplane fl ies IN from 

RIGHT.) Hey! I wonder what this is! (Picks up the airplane.) It’s for 
you, Charlie.

CHARLIE:  Thanks. (Opens the paper airplane.) Uh-oh!
CHRISTINE:  Bad news?
CHARLIE:  The Viper. He says he’s having me over for dinner.
CHRISTINE:  Well, gosh, he can’t be all bad, then.
CHARLIE:  I’m the entrée! (Runs OFF LEFT.)
CHRISTINE:  (Follows him OFF.) So what are we going to do? (LIGHTS 

DIM, then RETURN TO NORMAL to indicate a passage of time.)
INSPECTOR:  (ENTERS LEFT as COSETTE ENTERS RIGHT.) I have 

searched zees place from top to bottom!
COSETTE:  I have searched zees place from left to right!
INSPECTOR/COSETTE:  Zere is no phantom!
MADAME:  (ENTERS LEFT, followed by GISELLE and MARIE.) I keep 

telling zee girls zat! No phantom! No phantom! So, we practice zee 
opera, no?

GISELLE/MARIE:  Oui, Madame.
INSPECTOR:  I go to make up my report. No phantom.
COSETTE:  And zere goes zee story of zee century!
MADAME:  Au revoir, Inspector, Ms. Peekaboo. (INSPECTOR and 

COSETTE EXIT RIGHT.) And now! We take it from zee top! (Sits in 
her chair, faces UPSTAGE. GISELLE and MARIE stand at LEFT.) On 
zee count of three. One, two, three! (SOUND EFFECT:  An operatic 
duet is heard. GISELLE and MARIE lip-sync to the music. CHARLIE, 
dressed in a black cape and black hat and wearing a mask over 
half his face, rises from behind the counter. As he does so, MADAME 
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rises, also with a look of terror on her face. GISELLE and MARIE stop 
“singing.”)

GISELLE:  Madame!
MARIE:  What is it?
MADAME:  Zee… zee… phantom! (MADAME points to the counter. 

CHARLIE ducks just as GISELLE and MARIE turn around to see no 
one there.)

GISELLE:  Oh, Madame, you must be seeing zings.
MARIE:  Zere is nobody zere!
MADAME:  (Sits.) But… but… I saw…
GISELLE:  We shall start again, no?
MARIE:  One, two, three. (SOUND EFFECT:  Operatic duet to which 

GISELLE and MARIE again lip-sync. CHARLIE rises, as before. 
MADAME, horrifi ed, rises again. The MUSIC STOPS.)

GISELLE:  Madame! You would like zee drink of water?
MADAME:  (Points to the counter.) He’s… he’s here! (GISELLE and MARIE 

turn around to look at the counter, but CHARLIE ducks just in time.)
MARIE:  Oh, dear, you have zee hallucinations, Madame!
GISELLE:  We will go get zee inspector!
MADAME:  No! No!
MARIE:  He’ll know what to do! (Runs OFF RIGHT with GISELLE. 

MADAME sits in her chair, but turns toward AUDIENCE. CHARLIE 
rises and moves DOWN to her.)

MADAME:  (To herself.) Am I crazy? Have I lost zee cookies? Am I, 
Madame Pompadour, going cuckoo?

CHARLIE:  (As the phantom.) Only if Christine Daie fails to sing in 
Madame Butterfl y!

MADAME:  (Screams and rises.) No! No! You’re not real!
CHARLIE:  Christine must sing! She must! (Moves menacingly toward 

MADAME.)
MADAME:  Help! Help!
CHARLIE:  Her agent has a contract already drawn up! Sign it! Sign it! 

(Hands MADAME the contract. She faints. CHARLIE wipes his hands, 
a job well done. He hears someone coming, so he runs OFF LEFT.)

GISELLE:  (ENTERS RIGHT with MARIE, INSPECTOR and COSETTE.) Look!
MARIE:  Madame! (INSPECTOR kneels by MADAME.)
COSETTE:  Is she… is she…
INSPECTOR:  No! She has merely fainted.
COSETTE:  Oh, well, you can’t win zem all!
GISELLE:  What is zat in her hand?
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INSPECTOR:  It is a contract.
MADAME:  (Revives.) Give me a pen. Give me a pen! (INSPECTOR 

hands her a pen.)
MARIE:  What are you doing, Madame Pompadour?
MADAME:  Christine Daie will sing! She will sing Madame Butterfl y! 

(BLACKOUT. ALL EXIT. LIGHTS COME UP a moment later with 
CHARLIE, minus the phantom get-up, pacing the fl oor.)

CHRISTINE:  (ENTERS LEFT.) Charlie?
CHARLIE:  Christine! You’re on in half an hour! Where’s your costume? 

The house is full! All the publicity about the phantom has fi lled the 
place to busting!

CHRISTINE:  I’m not going to sing, Charlie.
CHARLIE:  What? You’ve got to! You don’t get paid ’til you warble!
CHRISTINE:  I’ve been kidding myself, Charlie. I can’t carry a tune in 

a bucket.
CHARLIE:  Christine, if you don’t get paid, I don’t get paid. If I don’t get 

paid, I’m the main course at The Viper’s dinner party!
CHRISTINE:  Oh, Charlie, you’ve got The Viper all wrong.
CHARLIE:  No, I don’t! He’s ruthless, mean! He’d rip candy from a baby 

if he wanted it. (Beat.) Say, how come you know so much about 
The Viper?

CHRISTINE:  Well, Charlie, that’s the thing. I met someone new. 
Someone who really understands the real me.

CHARLIE:  The real you?
CHRISTINE:  Yeah. I want a life of luxury, Charlie. I want to wear jewelry 

and furs and sip champagne out of a glass slipper.
CHARLIE:  Well, you’ve got to work for things like that!
CHRISTINE:  Not if I’m married to Raoul.
CHARLIE:  Raoul who?
CHRISTINE:  Raoul Viper.
CHARLIE:  You… you and The Viper?
CHRISTINE:  I didn’t mean for it to happen. It just did. We got hitched 

this afternoon. And he doesn’t want his wife making a fool of 
herself on stage.

CHARLIE:  So what about me? You’re just going to let me hang out 
here in the wind?

CHRISTINE:  I’m sure you’ll think of something!
CHARLIE:  Let’s see… The Viper will come gunning for me because I 

can’t pay him back… and Madame Pompadour will come gunning 
for me because Christine won’t sing.
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CHRISTINE:  I guess you’re between a rock and a hard place.
CHARLIE:  There’s only one thing I can do. (Goes behind the counter 

and hides.)
CHRISTINE:  I don’t know if it’ll do any good to just hide like that, Charlie. 

I’m sure it’s the fi rst place The Viper and Madame Pompadour will 
look. I’ll tell you what I’ll do. I’ve got some Euros here… enough to 
get you to one of the Outer Hebrides. Nobody’ll come looking for you 
there. You can blend in with those shaggy sheep they grow there. 
And for what it’s worth, Charlie, I think the world of you. You took me 
on as a client when nobody else would. You believed in me. I guess 
I just found a different pathway to fame and fortune. You don’t hold 
it against me, do you? Oh, Charlie, say something! Do something!

MADAME:  (From OFF LEFT.) Charlie? Where is Christine! It’s almost 
time for curtain! Charlie!

MAN’S VOICE:  (From OFF RIGHT.) Charlie! You got a couple of bucks 
you owe me and I want it, now!

CHRISTINE:  Oh, Charlie!
CHARLIE:  (Rises from behind the counter, dressed again as the 

phantom.) There is no more Charlie, my dear! I am… the Phantom 
of the Opera! And I shall live in the bowels of the opera house 
where no one shall fi nd me!

CHRISTINE:  Oh, no!
MADAME:  (ENTERS LEFT with GISELLE and MARIE. They scream.) 

Help! Murder! Police!
CHARLIE:  You’ll never catch me! I am the Phantom of the Opera! 

(Laughs wickedly, runs dramatically OFF RIGHT.)
CHRISTINE:  Raoul! Help! (Runs OFF RIGHT.)
MADAME:  But… but… Madame Butterfl y!
GISELLE:  What will we do?
MARIE:  We’ve got to think fast!
MADAME:  What can we do?
CHARLIE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) How about we take zee intermission! 

(Laughs wickedly. He keeps laughing and laughing.)
JASMINE’S VOICE:  (Over the P.A.) You’re done, Cory. Cut! Cut! Curtain! 

Close the curtain! (End of “Phantom of the Opera.” CURTAIN CLOSES.)
End of ACT ONE

ACT TWO
LIGHTS UP:  Played in front of the curtain. CORY ENTERS DOWN 
RIGHT, still dressed as the phantom. He laughs as wickedly as he can. 
ABIGAIL and SOPHIE ENTER DOWN RIGHT.
ABIGAIL:  Cory! The skit’s over.
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CORY:  (As the Phantom.) But the Phantom lives forever!
SOPHIE:  Cory, it’s just a play, okay? You’re not really the Phantom.
CORY:  No! You lie! You lie! (Races OFF DOWN LEFT, almost knocking 

down MS. COLLINS as she ENTERS.)
MS. COLLINS:  Cory? Are you all right? (To ABIGAIL.) What’s wrong with 

Cory?
ABIGAIL:  Ms. Collins, he wants to stay the Phantom.
SOPHIE:  He’s confusing our classics with reality.
MS. COLLINS:  He’s not the only one!
ABIGAIL:  Don’t you like them?
SOPHIE:  We wanted to be as creative as Picasso.
ABIGAIL:  Or my own hero, Salvador Dali. (Sighs.) Positively surreal.
MS. COLLINS:  (Nervous.) It’s surreal, all right.
SCOTT:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT with JASMINE, followed by BRIT.) C’mon, 

Jasmine. I even took four lessons in ballroom dancing.
JASMINE:  Scott, I don’t want to discuss prom right now. We’ve got 

bigger fi sh to fry.
SCOTT:  Wow, you’re one hard catch!
BRIT:  Gee, Scott, maybe you’d better try a different line.
SCOTT:  Yeah? Well, maybe I’ll just make myself real scarce for the 

next scene. Real scarce!
ABIGAIL:  It doesn’t matter, Scott. You’re not in it.
SCOTT:  Whatever! (Storms OFF DOWN RIGHT.)
SOPHIE:  Poor Scott. He’s moody like Hamlet.
ABIGAIL:  I think he’s more like Heathcliff.
BRIT:  Gosh, Ms. Collins, don’t you love all these literary allusions?
MS. COLLINS:  More like optical illusions, Brit. You kids are fi nding 

things in these stories that aren’t really there.
JASMINE:  Didn’t you like our interpretation of “Phantom of the Opera”?
ABIGAIL:  We tried to update the Phantom’s motivation and give 

Christine’s character a little more pizzazz.
MS. COLLINS:  I… well, I… I appreciate your very valiant attempt.
SPEEDY:  (Runs ON from the back of the auditorium with URSULA.) Hey, 

Ms. Collins, I don’t want to be the bearer of bad news.
URSULA:  Then shut up, nerdo!
MS. COLLINS:  What’s Principal Danvers doing?
SPEEDY:  She’s—
URSULA:  (Cuts him off.) Nothing! She’s doing nothing! She went out 

for a drink of water.
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SPEEDY:  And she picked some lint off her sleeve.
ABIGAIL:  Gosh, Speedy, are you always that observant?
SPEEDY:  Yeah, well, that was right before she—
URSULA:  Before she sat down for Act Two.
MS. COLLINS:  Oh, dear. Well, I was looking for a job when I found this 

one.
JASMINE:  Ms. Collins, don’t we students have the right to free speech?
SOPHIE:  And assembly?
BRIT:  And to bare our arms, like in summer when it gets hot?
ABIGAIL:  She can’t do anything to you or try to deprive us of our 

constitutional rights.
MS. COLLINS:  But, kids, I don’t have tenure. She can do whatever she 

wants. If she thinks this is all just a waste of time—
JASMINE:  A waste of time? Ms. Collins, do you know how hard we 

worked? How much this means to us?
SOPHIE:  I slaved over the adaptations.
ABIGAIL:  I slaved over the script!
URSULA:  I slaved over the set. Well, kind of.
SPEEDY:  I slaved over… (Points to URSULA.) Well, she slaved over 

the set.
JASMINE:  Don’t we have the right to interpret great literature the way 

we want?
MS. COLLINS:  You… you do have a point, kids. It’s just that—
URSULA:  Look, Ms. C., if she tries anything, we’ll be right behind you.
SPEEDY:  Yeah. Like you’ll have nothing to worry about, even if she did 

call the superintendent.
URSULA:  Speedy! You jerk!
MS. COLLINS:  Principal Danvers called the superintendent?
URSULA:  It was probably just a… you know… “Hello, how’s it going?” 

kind of call.
SPEEDY:  Yeah. “How’s the wife? How’re the kids?”
MS. COLLINS:  The superintendent doesn’t have a wife. He doesn’t 

have kids. He has pit bulls.
SPEEDY:  Yeah, well, I heard her ask, “How’re your pit bulls?”
URSULA:  He’s lying.
JASMINE:  What did she say?
URSULA:  All we heard was “Superintendent? Danvers here. ” Then 

she walked away.
MS. COLLINS:  Oh, dear. Well, we might as well fi nish what you’ve 

started. Two more classics in your, uh, repertoire?
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ABIGAIL:  The best two!
MS. COLLINS:  Then break a leg!
JASMINE:  Places, everybody, for Act Two, Scene One. Places!
CORY:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT dramatically. Laughs wickedly.) And now, 

Christine, you are mine forever! Forever! (Grabs BRIT and pulls her 
OFF DOWN RIGHT.)

BRIT:  Cory! Cory! I’m not— (Screams the last word as she disappears 
OFF.) Christine!

MS. COLLINS:  Oh, dear!
ABIGAIL:  I guess I must have written the Phantom role with uncanny 

brilliance!
SOPHIE:  I’ll phone a therapist! (EXITS DOWN LEFT with ABIGAIL.)
MS. COLLINS:  Will Brit be all right?
SPEEDY:  I am particularly capable of rescuing said damsel in distress, 

Ms. C.
URSULA:  You and what army? Let’s go, Speedy!
SPEEDY:  Behind every great man there’s a little woman. (URSULA 

growls and chases him OFF DOWN RIGHT.)
JASMINE:  You’ll see, Ms. Collins. We really kept the heart of our next 

classic and have just added a bit of nuance.
MS. COLLINS:  Nuance. Yes, a little nuance might be all right. (EXITS 

DOWN LEFT.)
SCOTT:  (ENTERS DOWN RIGHT with fl owers.) Jasmine, I was going to 

give you these after the show, but, well… congratulations! (Hands 
JASMINE the fl owers.)

JASMINE:  Scott, I… I don’t know what to say.
SCOTT:  Just say “I’d love to go to prom with you, Scott.” (BRIT runs ON 

DOWN RIGHT, followed by CORY.)
CORY:  Christine! My heart bleeds for you!
BRIT:  Yeah, well, I’ll go get some towels! (Runs OFF DOWN LEFT, still 

pursued by CORY.)
URSULA:  (Runs ON DOWN RIGHT with SPEEDY.) Speedy! Live up to your 

name! Move it! (SPEEDY makes a noise like a motorcycle, pantomimes 
shifting gears and roars past URSULA.) What are you doing?

SPEEDY:  My real name’s Harley! (Makes motorcycle noises as he 
EXITS DOWN LEFT, followed by URSULA.)

SCOTT:  (Takes the fl owers back from JASMINE.) Never mind. I think I’ll 
wait ’til this thing’s over. (EXITS DOWN RIGHT.)

JASMINE:  (To SCOTT as he EXITS.) It’s just that… (Looks after SCOTT 
momentarily, then to AUDIENCE. Deep breath.) And now, to open 
our second act, we learn the truth behind Sherlock Holmes. Just 
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what was his secret? How did he get started as the world’s most 
famous private inquiry agent? And what was his fi rst case? The 
answers, I’m sure, will startle you. But every word of what you 
shall now hear is true. Absolutely true! (EXITS DOWN LEFT.)

SHERLOCK HOLMES
For “Sherlock Holmes,” boxes are arranged as a desk and chair. The 
counter serves as a cabinet. ABIGAIL plays JONI, and SOPHIE plays 
SHIRLEY. Neither CORY nor BRIT is in this scene. (All actors in this 
scene can use English accents, if desired.)
AT RISE:  JONI sits on a box with several papers spread before her on 
another box. She writes on the papers very carefully.
JONI:  Desired position, domestic servant. (SHIRLEY ENTERS RIGHT, 

looks around the room and suddenly bursts into tears.) Oh, Shirley, 
what’re you doing home at this hour of the day? (SHIRLEY wails 
louder.) Something wrong? (SHIRLEY continues to wail.) Well, don’t 
come too close. I’m writing my new résumé.

SHIRLEY:  You’d better start writing one for me, too!
JONI:  Oh, no! You’ve been dismissed?
SHIRLEY:  Dismissed! Laid off! Fired! Canned!
JONI:  That about covers it. Well, I’m sure you’ll be able to get another 

scullery maid position without much trouble.
SHIRLEY:  Not if Lord Livermore has anything to say about it.
JONI:  What are you talking about? How come you got dismissed?
SHIRLEY:  Lord Livermore accused me of stealing his gold toothpick.
JONI:  So did you steal it?
SHIRLEY:  No! Of course not! My mum and dad brought me up better 

than that!
JONI:  So you were set up. Blimey!
SHIRLEY:  No job and not much chance of getting one if Lord Livermore 

has his way. And here you’re without a job, too. What’ll we do?
JONI:  Well, at least so far old lady Hudson hasn’t been bugging us for 

the rent. (SOUND EFFECT from OFF RIGHT:  KNOCK.)
SHIRLEY:  Who’s there?
MRS. HUDSON’S VOICE:  (From OFF RIGHT.) Mrs. Hudson! I’ve come 

for the rent!
JONI:  Oh! Uh… sorry… uh, Shirley just got sick ’n’ I’m helping her 

clean up a bit.
MRS. HUDSON’S VOICE:  (From OFF RIGHT.) You’d better bring me 

that rent tonight or you’ll be out in the street! You’re two months 
overdue now!
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SHIRLEY:  (To JONI.) Oh, what’ll we do?
JONI:  I have an idea, Shirley! It’s all so elementary, my dear Ms. 

Holmes.
SHIRLEY:  What are you talking about?
JONI:  If you didn’t steal Lord Livermore’s gold toothpick, then 

somebody else did!
SHIRLEY:  Well, that’s a novel thought.
JONI:  Novel! Oh, Shirley Holmes, you’re absolutely brilliant!
SHIRLEY:  On the contrary, I’m completely lost, Joni Watson.
JONI:  We’ll need to change your name, of course.
SHIRLEY:  Lord Livermore isn’t pressing charges.
JONI:  And I can be John Watson. Doctor John Watson. A young army 

surgeon… no, that wouldn’t work. A retired army surgeon. I can 
provide all the medical details as needed.

SHIRLEY:  What medical details?
JONI:  For the murders, of course.
SHIRLEY:  We’re going to murder Lord Livermore?
JONI:  No! Of course not.
SHIRLEY:  Then what are you talking about?
JONI:  I’m talking about how we’re going to make enough money to pay 

our rent.
SHIRLEY:  I’m not sure I see the connection with murder. Maybe I don’t 

want to!
JONI:  It’s simple. We’re going to fi nd out who really did steal Lord 

Livermore’s gold toothpick, and then I’m going to write it up as a 
mystery story with you as the detective.

SHIRLEY:  Me? A detective? (SOUND EFFECT from OFF RIGHT:  KNOCK.)
JONI:  Yes, Mrs. Hudson?
MRS. HUDSON’S VOICE:  (From OFF RIGHT.) And you owe me two 

pounds for a month’s worth of breakfasts!
SHIRLEY:  We haven’t eaten breakfast this month.
MRS. HUDSON’S VOICE:  (From OFF RIGHT.) Don’t matter! I set places 

for you!
JONI:  We’ll pay, Mrs. Hudson. Just as soon as Shirley stops tossing 

her cookies.
SHIRLEY:  So I’m a detective. What next?
JONI:  We’ve got to sneak out of here and sneak into Lord Livermore’s 

mansion.
SHIRLEY:  How will we do that?
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JONI:  Disguises! (Goes to the cabinet and pulls out two old-lady masks 
and two fl owered hats.) I’m glad we kept our supermodel costumes 
from Halloween!

SHIRLEY:  Are you sure this will work?
JONI:  I’m absolutely sure… or your name isn’t Sherlock Holmes.
SHIRLEY:  Sherlock?
JONI:  Well, you’ve got to be a guy. There’s no such thing as a lady 

detective. And Sherlock at least is partly right, right?
SHIRLEY:  Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson. It sounds ridiculous.
JONI:  That’s what they said about Romeo and Juliet… salt and 

pepper… tea and crumpets. Trust me! You’ll be a household name 
when I get through with you. Now, c’mon! It’ll be dark soon. (They 
tiptoe OFF LEFT. BLACKOUT, during which the boxes are moved 
to represent the living room of LORD and LADY LIVERMORE. The 
counter is shifted and is now a table or sideboard in the living room. 
LIGHTS RETURN TO NORMAL. LORD ENTERS RIGHT, carrying a copy 
of a newspaper conspicuously labeled “London Times.” He puffs 
away on a mirscham pipe and wears a deerslayer hat. He takes the 
hat off and places it on the sideboard, then sits to read the paper.)

LADY’S VOICE:  (From OFF LEFT.) Reggie, old bean, have you found 
them yet?

LORD:  What say, love?
LADY:  (ENTERS LEFT, clearly unable to see well.) My glasses. I’ve lost 

them.
LORD:  Again?
LADY:  I asked you to help me look for them.
LORD:  Of course you did.
LADY:  Well?
LORD:  Well, what?
LADY:  Did you fi nd them?
LORD:  No, old bean. Now sit down, quit fussing and let me read the 

paper.
LADY:  Reggie! I want you to look in the dining room! You know if I try 

to I’ll break all the glasses in the cabinet!
LORD:  Yes, well, that’s a thought, yes.
LADY:  I wish you hadn’t let that Holmes girl go. She was the best 

domestic we’ve had in years.
LORD:  Stole my gold toothpick, old bean. Know she did!
LADY:  What would she want with your old toothpick?
LORD:  Given to me by her majesty? Why, it’s priceless.
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LADY:  Only if you’ve got something stuck in your teeth! Come along! 
(Leads LORD OFF RIGHT.)

JONI:  (ENTERS LEFT with SHIRLEY, wearing hats and masks. They 
remove their disguises, which they hide behind the sideboard.) I 
didn’t know you could pick locks!

SHIRLEY:  Shhhhh! We didn’t just learn manners at Miss Chillingsworth’s 
School for Young Ladies. So now what, Joni?

JONI:  Watson. Call me Watson.
SHIRLEY:  So now what, Watson?
JONI:  Elementary, my dear! We hide behind here and keep our eyes 

and ears open.
SHIRLEY:  And if Lord and Lady Livermore fi nd us?
JONI:  You’ll just tell them…
SHIRLEY:  Yes?
JONI:  I’m sure you’ll think of something! (Pulls SHIRLEY down behind 

the sideboard. LORD ENTERS RIGHT, looking back once or twice. He 
sits and begins reading the paper.)

LADY’S VOICE:  (From OFF RIGHT.) Any luck, Reggie?
LORD:  Sorry, old bean!
LADY:  (ENTERS RIGHT, carrying a sewing basket.) You know? Perhaps 

you’re right about that Holmes girl. Maybe she took my glasses 
as well as your toothpick! (SHIRLEY rises angrily from behind the 
sideboard, unseen by LORD or LADY. JONI’S hand pulls her back 
down. LADY sits and pulls out a needle [which is really the toothpick] 
and thread. During next dialogue, she attempts to thread the 
“needle” with no success of course.)

LORD:  Ought to inform the police, I suppose.
LADY:  First thing in the morning.
LORD:  I’ll go around and talk to Inspector Lestrade.
LADY:  That idiot? He couldn’t investigate his way out of a cardboard box.
LORD:  Yes, well, I’ll talk to him anyway.
LADY:  Drat!
LORD:  What’s wrong, old bean?
LADY:  I can’t seem to thread this needle! I can’t do anything without 

my glasses! (LADY rises, puts the “needle” and thread back in the 
sewing basket and slams it on the sideboard.)

LORD:  I say, need a spot of Dr. Glidden’s Tonic?
LADY:  I dare say I won’t be able to fi nd it! (JONI’S hand places a bottle 

of tonic on top of the sideboard.)
LORD:  Why, look! There it is!
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LADY:  I didn’t see it there a moment ago.
LORD:  Coincidence.
LADY:  Of course now I need a spoon. (SHIRLEY’S hand places a spoon 

on top of the counter.)
LORD:  Why, by Jove, a spoon!
LADY:  Enough to make one suspicious!
LORD:  Coincidence.
LADY:  I hardly think so! (LADY moves around the sideboard and sees 

SHIRLEY.) Ahhhhh! Reggie!
LORD:  (Unfl ustered, still reading the paper.) I say, old bean, what is it 

now?
LADY:  We’ve been invaded!
LORD:  Invaded? Hounds? Hittites? Huns? (SHIRLEY and JONI rise.)
LADY:  Holmes!
SHIRLEY:  That’s right, Lady Livermore.
LORD:  I say, the thief returns to the scene of the crime!
JONI:  There was no crime!
LORD:  She stole my gold toothpick given to me at a royal banquet 

hosted by her majesty, Queen Victoria!
LADY:  And she stole my glasses!
JONI:  (To SHIRLEY.) You didn’t tell me about the glasses! (During 

SHIRLEY’S next speech, JONI’S eye is caught by the sewing basket.)
SHIRLEY:  (Moves from behind the sideboard.) That’s because I’ve stolen 

nothing! I am as honest as American president Abraham Lincoln! I 
am as honest as their very own George Washington! I am blameless 
in this entire affair! You, Lord Livermore, have accused me unjustly, 
and your accusations have led to tremendous emotional and physical 
distress for me. When I am vindicated—and I am sure that I shall 
be vindicated—I shall retain the services of a solicitor and with all 
speed and vigor, I shall do nothing less than sue your pants off!

LADY:  Oh! Such vulgarities!
LORD:  I shall fetch Lestrade immediately! (Moves to leave, but is 

stopped by JONI, who has picked up the sewing basket.)
JONI:  Stop!
LORD:  Out of my way, accomplice!
JONI:  The case is solved!
LORD:  What?
LADY:  How?
JONI:  I shall leave it to Ms. Holmes to explain. (Hands a dumbfounded 

SHIRLEY the sewing basket.) Go ahead, Sherlock.
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SHIRLEY:  Yes, well… this is a sewing basket…
LADY:  We know that!
JONI:  And in the pincushion is the needle you were trying to thread, 

Lady Livermore?
LADY:  Where else would it be?
JONI:  Hand the needle to Lord Livermore, Ms. Holmes. (SHIRLEY does so.)
LORD:  Why, by Jove, old bean, it’s my toothpick!
LADY:  No wonder I couldn’t thread it!
LORD:  Of course not! Whoever heard of threading a toothpick?
JONI:  (To LADY.) You must have picked up the toothpick thinking it was 

a needle and put it in your pincushion.
LADY:  Well, I’ve lost my glasses!
SHIRLEY:  (Pulls a pair of glasses from the sewing basket.) These 

glasses, Lady Livermore? (Hands LADY the glasses.)
LADY:  (Puts them on.) Oh, my goodness! How clear everything is, Reggie!
LORD:  (Ashamed.) Yes, well, I’m afraid it is.
JONI:  So, Lord Livermore, what have you to say for yourself in the light 

of these revelations?
LORD:  Please don’t sue my pants off.
LADY:  You’re welcome to return here to work.
SHIRLEY:  I’m afraid I’ve found other employment, Lady Livermore. I 

have become a detective.
LORD:  I say! What will women be doing next? Wearing pants?
LADY:  Well, we are very sorry about all this. Is there anything we can 

do to make it up to you, Ms. Holmes?
SHIRLEY:  Perhaps if I could have just a memento or two of my fi rst 

case?
LORD:  Anything! (SHIRLEY takes the pipe from his hand.) Anything but 

that!
LADY:  Oh, now, Reggie, you can get another one.
SHIRLEY:  And I’ve always wanted a deerslayer! (Picks up the hat and 

pops it on her head.)
LORD:  But… but… that’s a man’s hat!
SHIRLEY:  We’ll just have to start a new fashion, then. Come along, 

Watson! We must return to 221B Baker Street and see if Mrs. 
Hudson has ushered up any new clients. Lord Livermore, Lady 
Livermore, it’s been a pleasure!

JONI:  Likewise! And don’t worry. When I write “The Case of the Golden 
Toothpick,” I’ll disguise your identity completely. (She and SHIRLEY 
EXIT LEFT.)
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LORD:  Well, I never! How will civilization ever survive women like that?
LADY:  Elementary, my dear old bean, elementary! (End of “Sherlock 

Holmes.” CURTAIN CLOSES as SOPHIE and ABIGAIL step in front of it.)
ABIGAIL:  (In front of curtain.) Oh, Sophie, great job!
SOPHIE:  Elementary, my dear old Watson. You too!
SCOTT:  (ENTERS DOWN RIGHT.) Hey, you two really burned up that 

stage.
ABIGAIL:  Really?
SCOTT:  Yeah. I never really liked Sherlock Holmes until now. I always 

thought he was kind of a jerk, but not the way you played him, Abby.
ABIGAIL:  Well, thanks!
SCOTT:  And Sophie, Dr. Watson never looked so… so… hot.
SOPHIE:  Scott, Scott, Scott. Is “hot” the only word you know?
SCOTT:  What word should I have said?
SOPHIE:  Dr. Watson has a clever naiveté that allows him to be 

inquisitive yet grounded at the same time.
SCOTT:  Abigail, Sherlock was hot.
JASMINE:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT.) Guys, you did a fantastic job!
ABIGAIL:  Scott was just telling us how hot we were.
JASMINE:  Oh?
SCOTT:  (Flirtatious.) These ladies can investigate my background any 

time they want. (EXITS DOWN LEFT, winking at ABIGAIL and SOPHIE.)
ABIGAIL:  Wow! Now I know how Angelina Jolie (or some other actress) 

feels at the Oscars.
SOPHIE:  Abigail, Scott is just playing his trump card.
JASMINE:  He’s always playing games.
SOPHIE:  But his game plan is way obvious. He’s just trying to make 

Jasmine jealous.
ABIGAIL:  I don’t believe that.
JASMINE:  That’s a bit too sophisticated for Scott.
SOPHIE:  It’s the oldest trick in the book. Even boys know about it. He 

was using us, Abigail. Using us.
ABIGAIL:  I don’t believe it! Nobody could lie that well. (EXITS DOWN 

RIGHT in a huff as URSULA and SPEEDY run ON DOWN LEFT.)
URSULA:  Hey!
SPEEDY:  Big problems!
JASMINE:  What?
URSULA:  We can’t fi nd Cory or Brit anywhere.
SPEEDY:  It’s like they fell off the face of the earth.
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SOPHIE:  This place doesn’t have a basement leading to the city 
sewers, does it?

URSULA:  That is beyond gross.
SOPHIE:  In the “Phantom of the Opera,” the Phantom took Christine 

down to his lair under the Paris Opera by way of the sewer.
SPEEDY:  I knew that.
JASMINE:  You read “Phantom,” Speedy?
SPEEDY:  Are you kidding? It’s my mom’s favorite movie. I saw it fi ve 

times.
MS. COLLINS:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT and looking into AUDIENCE.) Oh, 

gosh! Has anyone seen Principal Danvers?
JASMINE:  No, Ms. Collins.
URSULA:  She probably left to go beat some eggs or something.
MS. COLLINS:  Ursula! Quiet!
JASMINE:  Well, I’m sure she’s enjoying it all, isn’t she?
MS. COLLINS:  I only looked back once and caught a glimpse of her.
SPEEDY:  Her face was a picture of youthful joy?
MS. COLLINS:  She looked like she was sucking on a lemon!
URSULA:  She always looks like that.
MS. COLLINS:  Shhhhhh!
SOPHIE:  Ms. Collins, remember, we will stand by you no matter what.
SPEEDY:  I know they’ve got to give you a hearing.
URSULA:  And if that doesn’t work, we’ll meet her in the parking lot 

and help her see the light.
MS. COLLINS:  Oh, the parking lots are all well lit.
URSULA:  That ain’t the kind of light I’m talking about.
JASMINE:  Look, maybe she likes what she sees.
SPEEDY:  Yeah, and pigs’ll fl y.
BRIT’S VOICE:  (From OFF DOWN LEFT.) Pssssst!
SOPHIE:  Who said that?
JASMINE:  Said what?
BRIT’S VOICE:  (From OFF DOWN LEFT, louder.) Psssssst!
SOPHIE:  That! (BRIT sticks her head ONSTAGE.)
MS. COLLINS:  Brit!
BRIT:  Shhhhhh!
URSULA:  You lose Cory like an extra ten pounds?
BRIT:  Yeah. (ENTERS DOWN LEFT.) I ducked into the costume room 

and lost him in the racks.
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SPEEDY:  Did you lock him in there?
BRIT:  No, but I don’t think he followed me out.
MS. COLLINS:  Well, maybe he was just hanging up his cape and mask.
JASMINE:  And will go back to being the good old shy Cory.
URSULA:  Yeah. You never know how nice something is till it’s gone.
DR. DANVERS’S VOICE:  (From the rear of the auditorium.) Excuse me, 

thespians!
SPEEDY:  (Insulted.) Hey! She called us thespians!
MS. COLLINS:  You are thespians.
SPEEDY:  Wow, then I better go see a doctor.
DR. DANVERS’S VOICE:  (From the rear of the auditorium.) I just 

stepped out for a moment. Can we move this along now?
MS. COLLINS:  Right away, Principal Danvers. (To JASMINE.) You’ve got 

one more classic?
JASMINE:  One of your favorites.
MS. COLLINS:  Oh, dear! Well, at least it’ll be over soon. (EXITS DOWN 

LEFT.)
SOPHIE:  Don’t worry, Jasmine, this last one will sew it all up.
BRIT:  You’ll be in the history books.
SPEEDY:  Like John Wilkes Booth.
URSULA:  Yeesh, you dork!
SPEEDY:  What? He was in theater.
JASMINE:  Let’s just focus, guys! Focus!
SPEEDY:  On what?
URSULA:  C’mon! Let’s go fi nd Cory. (Takes SPEEDY by the collar and 

pulls him OFF DOWN LEFT, passing SCOTT as he ENTERS.)
SCOTT:  Hey, Ursula, looking good!
URSULA:  Yeah, right.
SCOTT:  So, Jasmine, what’s happening?
JASMINE:  Curtain up in one minute for Scene Five.
SCOTT:  And then maybe you… me… under the apple tree?
BRIT:  Gosh, that’s so sweet!
SCOTT:  Oh, Brit, I saw Cory and he said to tell you… what was it, now? 

He’s sorry the Phantom got out of hand. And he’s got something 
for you.

BRIT:  Where’s he hiding?
SCOTT:  Don’t know. He said he’ll fi nd you.
BRIT:  Okay, now I’m worried. (EXITS DOWN RIGHT.)
JASMINE:  Curtain in fi ve… four… three…
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SCOTT:  You? Me? Apple tree? (JASMINE huffs OFF DOWN LEFT.) What 
am I doing wrong? (Moves LEFT as ABIGAIL ENTERS DOWN RIGHT.)

ABIGAIL:  Hi, Scott.
SCOTT:  Hi, yourself!
ABIGAIL:  What happened to “you’re too hot to handle”?
SCOTT:  A cold front moved in! (EXITS DOWN LEFT.)
ABIGAIL:  (To AUDIENCE.) And now, ladies and gentlemen, for our last 

classic, we have chosen the immortal words of Mallory in his 
wonderful, magical mix of history and myth, “Le Mort d’Arthur”—
the story of knights in shining armor, passionate love, despicable 
hate… and most important, the splendor that was Camelot. (EXITS 
DOWN RIGHT.)

LEGEND OF KING ARTHUR
For “Legend of King Arthur,” several boxes are pulled together 
DOWNSTAGE to represent a couch. The counter serves as a table. 
Neither CORY nor BRIT is in this scene.
AT RISE:  ARTIE lies on the couch. MYRNA stands UPSTAGE of the 
table, wiping it with a rag.
MYRNA:  Artie! Artie! (Moves to ARTIE.) Hey! Mr. Teenager! Wake up! (To 

herself.) What a lump of coal! (MYRNA rolls ARTIE onto the fl oor.) 
Wake up! (ARTIE curls up and stays asleep.) Too bad it’s only 900 A.D. 
Bombs haven’t been invented yet, or I could sure use one now! Artie! 
(MYRNA snaps her fi ngers.) Artie… Guinny is coming down the lane.

ARTIE:  (Sits up.) Guinny?
MYRNA:  Yeah. You better get up and spiff yourself up a bit.
ARTIE:  (Stands up.) Guinny is coming here?
MYRNA:  (As if looking out a window to the LEFT.) Oh, wait a second… 

it’s not Guinny! It’s Mr. McNeal’s goat.
ARTIE:  Oh, Ma! How come you had to go spoil my dream by waking 

me up?
MYRNA:  You’ve got to wake up and smell the coffee.
ARTIE:  Coffee hasn’t been discovered yet, Ma.
MYRNA:  So what? You’re 15 years old! It’s time you were out earning 

a living, for crying out loud.
ARTIE:  Hey, we’ve got everything we need. A roof.
MYRNA:  It leaks.
ARTIE:  Food.
MYRNA:  I beg.
ARTIE:  Clothes.
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MYRNA:  That mangy cat has a better coat than I do!
ARTIE:  Don’t worry, Ma, my ship will come in. (Moves RIGHT.)
MYRNA:  Where are you going?
ARTIE:  Out back to smell the roses.
MYRNA:  Yeah, well, on your way, Mr. Perfume, drop this sword by 

Lord Dumblefret’s castle. He had me sharpen and polish it for two 
copper pennies. (Pulls a plastic sword from behind the table.)

ARTIE:  Gosh! Two copper pennies! That’s like a small fortune.
MYRNA:  You think so? Well, don’t get excited. It’s for taxes, Artie. In 

the real world, we pay taxes!
ARTIE:  Oh, I wish I could invent a world of my own… a world where 

everyone would like everybody else and there wouldn’t be any 
fi ghting and there wouldn’t be any taxes and there would be 
splendid feasts every night and entertainments and we’d all dress 
in velvet and furs and… and…

MYRNA:  Keep talking like that and they’ll burn you for being a witch! 
Now get out of here! (ARTIE EXITS RIGHT.)

SYBIL:  (ENTERS LEFT.) Yo ho, Myrna! You home?
MYRNA:  Of course I’m home. Where would I go?
SYBIL:  There’s a hanging in the next village.
MYRNA:  Seen one hanging, you’ve seen them all.
SYBIL:  That’s what I say.
MYRNA:  Besides, I’ve been trying to build a fi re under Artie.
SYBIL:  Again? Why don’t you just give it up? Your boy doesn’t even 

have a fuse to light.
MYRNA:  Well, your boy wasn’t so perfect himself.
SYBIL:  Oh, no? At least Earnest got a job, Myrna.
MYRNA:  Since when?
SYBIL:  Since yesterday.
MYRNA:  What’s he doing?
SYBIL:  He’s the new hangman in the next village.
MYRNA:  Well, good for him! I wish my Artie would fi nd something 

regular like that. All he ever talks about is what a wonderful world 
he would create if he could.

SYBIL:  They’ll burn him as a witch if that gets around.
MYRNA:  That’s what I told him. I told him!
SYBIL:  You know, if you fi nd a nice girl to wink at him, he might get… 

inspired.
MYRNA:  Yeah, right! That boy has eyes for one girl and one girl only.
SYBIL:  Who? Not Gloria’s daughter Winifred, I hope.
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MYRNA:  Why not Winifred?
SYBIL:  They’re burning her as a witch.
MYRNA:  Well, it’s not Winifred. It’s Guinevere.
SYBIL:  What! Not gorgeous Guinevere who lives in that ivory tower 

down the road?
MYRNA:  Can’t get her out of his mind.
SYBIL:  No offense, but she wouldn’t give your Artie the time of day.
MYRNA:  You’re telling me. She dropped by one day to collect for the 

Rich Landowners’ Charity Fund, and Artie answered the door. She 
told him he had no business breathing the same air she did.

SYBIL:  Yeah, well, maybe she wouldn’t be such a good daughter-in-law.
MYRNA:  My mother always said, any daughter-in-law is better than no 

daughter-in-law.
ARTIE:  (ENTERS RIGHT, hiding something behind his back.) Ma?
SYBIL:  Well, speak of the devil!
MYRNA:  What! You delivered that sword already?
ARTIE:  Not exactly.
MYRNA:  What do you mean, not exactly?
ARTIE:  (Brings out the sword from behind his back, now broken.) I had 

an accident.
MYRNA:  You broke Lord Dumblefret’s sword!
ARTIE:  I can explain!
SYBIL:  They’ll burn you as a witch for that.
MYRNA:  What’ll we tell Lord Dumblefret?!
ARTIE:  I could tell him the truth. A mountain lion jumped out of a tree 

and landed right in front of me. I went to hit him with the sword, 
but I hit a rock instead and… well… it snapped.

SYBIL:  So where’s this mountain lion?
ARTIE:  He got scared and ran off.
MYRNA:  Maybe that’s what you better do, Artie. Run! Run for your life!
ARTIE:  But, Ma, my horoscope said that today is going to be the best 

day of my life.
MYRNA:  Oh, Artie! That’s superstitious mumbo jumbo, knock on wood.
ARTIE:  But it’s true!
MYRNA:  Your horoscope has said the same thing every day for the 

past 15 years!
ARTIE:  Well, it’ll be right one of these days.
SYBIL:  Artie, take it from a wise old lady. Get out of Dodge or Lord 

Dumblefret will have your head on a platter.
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ARTIE:  What if I can get him a better-looking sword?
MYRNA:  Sure, and then pigs will fl y. Go on with you! Run until you 

can’t run anymore and then run some more! (Pushes ARTIE RIGHT.)
ARTIE:  Ma, that doesn’t make any sense!
MYRNA:  Go on! Get! (ARTIE EXITS RIGHT as MYRNA cries.)
SYBIL:  Oh, Myrna, don’t take it so hard. You did the best you could. 

You had no way of knowing he was a rotten apple.
MYRNA:  Sybil, I don’t know what I’d do without a friend like you.
SYBIL:  You sit down and put your feet up. You know what might help? 

Get yourself a facial and color your hair.
MYRNA:  Oh, Sybil, don’t be silly! You know what would happen if I did 

that?
SYBIL/MYRNA:  They’d burn you/me as a witch.
SYBIL:  Yep. Well, nice chatting with you, but I’ve got to go buy some 

rope for my boy.
MYRNA:  The hangman?
SYBIL:  Can you believe it? He’s got to bring his own rope!
VOICES:  (From OFF RIGHT.) All hail, Arthur!
MYRNA:  What’s that?
VOICES:  (From OFF RIGHT.) All hail the king!
SYBIL:  Oh, goodness, Artie mustn’t have gotten too far.
VOICES:  (From OFF RIGHT.) Long live the king!
MYRNA:  Oh, Sybil, I can’t bear to watch! (ARTIE ENTERS RIGHT wearing 

a crown and a red cape. He carries another sword. If possible, anyone 
not in this scene should ENTER at this point as TOWNSPEOPLE.)

SYBIL:  Well, look at this! A little early for Halloween!
ARTIE:  Ma! You won’t believe it!
MYRNA:  Why are you dressed like a clown?
ARTIE:  This isn’t a clown outfi t. I’m the king!
SYBIL:  And I’m the Queen of Hearts.
ARTIE:  No lie!
MYRNA:  Artie, you must have a fever or your humors are not very 

humorous!
ARTIE:  I found this sword sticking in a big rock out there and thought 

maybe I’d give it to Lord Dumblefret in place of the one I broke. 
Well, there were some guys hanging around trying to pull the sword 
out of the rock and they couldn’t do it. But I just stuck my pinky in 
the getup here and poof! Out it came!

SYBIL:  They’re going to burn you as a witch!
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ARTIE:  No! They crowned me king and said I can make my own country!
MYRNA:  Oh, Artie. I think I’ve got some wartbane here somewhere… 

maybe a little lemon thistle.
GUINNY:  (ENTERS LEFT, seductive.) Excuse me!
SYBIL:  Oh, so you’re collecting for the Rich Landowners’ Charity Fund 

again? Well, you tell Mr. Rich Landowner we gave at the offi ce, 
Miss… Miss…

GUINNY:  (Ignores SYBIL.) You can call me Guinny, Arthur. I mean… 
your majesty! (Curtseys.)

ARTIE:  Oh, wow! Double wow!
MYRNA:  You mean… you mean he is the king?
GUINNY:  Where have you been, Grandma? Long live… the king.
ARTIE:  Oh, wow!
GUINNY:  How about we go grab a burger and then maybe contact a 

realtor about a nice little castle?
ARTIE:  A castle! We’ll even get to name it!
MYRNA:  Oh, Artie! I can’t believe it!
ARTIE:  Well, Ma, you’ll believe it when you come to live with us in 

Camelot.
GUINNY:  Uh, Arthur, we’re going to have to talk about that.
MYRNA:  Me? Live in a castle?
ARTIE:  And we’ll have a big round table where we’ll have dinner. That’s 

so nobody will feel left out.
GUINNY:  And can we get a few knights?
ARTIE:  In shining armor!
GUINNY:  There’s this one guy names Lancelot…
MYRNA:  Imagine that! My son the king!
SYBIL:  Ach! You have all the luck! I’ve got to go buy rope for my boy. Well, 

at least my Earnest doesn’t have much to live up to. (EXITS LEFT.)
ARTIE:  So, Ma, what do you think about horoscopes now?
MYRNA:  Nya, so what’s one right out of a thousand? (ALL cheer 

as “Legend of King Arthur” ends and the CURTAIN CLOSES. The 
CURTAIN OPENS again almost immediately to show ABIGAIL, SOPHIE 
and JASMINE moving DOWNSTAGE.)

ABIGAIL:  We did it!
SOPHIE:  We sure did!
JASMINE:  I just hope Ms. Collins is okay.
URSULA:  (ENTERS LEFT.) Well, we’ve sure done it now!
JASMINE:  What? What’s wrong?
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URSULA:  I just saw Ms. Collins running out of here.
ABIGAIL:  Well, maybe she just wants to get something.
JASMINE:  Yeah, Kleenex because she’s crying so much.
ABIGAIL:  Gosh, they always said the pen is mightier than the sword.
URSULA:  Your pen’s pretty mighty. (SPEEDY runs ON RIGHT.) You see 

where Ms. C. went, Speedy?
SPEEDY:  Nope.
SCOTT:  (ENTERS LEFT, again with fl owers. To JASMINE, with little 

feeling.) Jasmine? The show’s over. It went great. And I promised 
you these when it ended. So here. Great job.

JASMINE:  (Finally gracious.) Thank you, Scott. You’re a gentleman and 
a scholar.

ABIGAIL:  Even if you use people.
SCOTT:  What are you talking about?
SOPHIE:  How dense do you think we are, Scott?
ABIGAIL:  Your plan to make Jasmine jealous?
SCOTT:  What plan?
JASMINE:  It’s okay, Scott. I’ll really think about prom.
SCOTT:  What about it?
JASMINE:  Whether or not I’ll go with you.
SCOTT:  Well, come to think of it, I decided not to go.
URSULA:  Scott not going to prom? (SPEEDY rocks back and forth.) 

What’s with you?
SPEEDY:  That’s, like, earthshaking.
SCOTT:  Since Jasmine won’t go with me, I’ve decided to donate all the 

money I’d spend to the Red Cross.
JASMINE:  (Bewildered.) That’s very noble. Very.
DR. DANVERS:  (ENTERS from back of auditorium.) Well, students!
JASMINE:  Dr. Danvers.
DR. DANVERS:  Where’s Ms. Collins?
SPEEDY:  (Points two directions at once.) She went thataway.
DR. DANVERS:  I wanted her to hear what I’ve got to say.
ABIGAIL:  I think she already fi gured it out.
DR. DANVERS:  She fi gured out what I thought of your presentation?
SOPHIE:  We tried, Dr. Danvers. We really did.
SPEEDY:  Yeah, we all worked our fi ngers to the bone.
DR. DANVERS:  Hyperbole will get you nowhere, Mr. Speedy.
SPEEDY:  Just thought I’d try, ma’am.
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SCOTT:  Regardless of what you thought, Dr. Danvers, we got a lot out 
of the classics we read.

DR. DANVERS:  You did, huh?
MS. COLLINS:  (ENTERS from back of auditorium.) Principal Danvers, 

you’re still here.
DR. DANVERS:  Of course I am. I’m glad you came up here so you can 

hear this, too.
MS. COLLINS:  (Musters her courage.) Before you say anything, Dr. 

Danvers, I want you to know that I am proud of my students. They 
built this presentation from the bottom up. They read these authors 
and wrote their script, pulling what they saw as relevant to their own 
lives. They might have gone a bit overboard here and there—

DR. DANVERS:  Here and there?
SPEEDY:  Well, you’ve got to have some laughs.
MS. COLLINS:  But that’s all part of learning and expressing oneself 

and… and…
DR. DANVERS:  Are you done?
MS. COLLINS:  I take full responsibility for any shortcomings.
JASMINE:  We won’t let you do that, Ms. Collins.
ABIGAIL:  It was the student teacher.
SOPHIE:  It’s all our fault!
DR. DANVERS:  All I can say is… congratulations!
URSULA:  For what? Taking the blame?
DR. DANVERS:  For getting me through all those classics. I was 

supposed to read them all when I was your age, and I’m ashamed 
to say I was just too busy to be bothered. Now, years and years 
later, I wish I’d have had a teacher with the good sense to let me 
explore them on my own terms and have some fun with them. This, 
Ms. Collins, is exactly what I like to see in the classroom.

SPEEDY:  This isn’t a classroom.
DR. DANVERS:  No, you brought what you learned outside the 

classroom, and I doubt any of you will ever forget the classics you 
crumpled.

URSULA:  So why were you calling the superintendent during 
intermission?

DR. DANVERS:  To tell him to cancel tonight’s meeting and get over 
here to see what kids really can do.

SPEEDY:  Are we cool or what?
DR. DANVERS:  But don’t let it go to your heads! (EXITS LEFT.)
MS. COLLINS:  Well… well… what can I say?
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SPEEDY:  No homework for the rest of the year?
BRIT:  (Runs ON LEFT.) Jasmine! Oh, gosh! You won’t believe it!
JASMINE:  Right now I’d believe anything.
URSULA:  Look, if Cory’s bothering you, I’ll paste him one.
SPEEDY:  And I’ll be right behind you when you do.
BRIT:  Oh, guys, you’ve got Cory all wrong.
SOPHIE:  Look, Brit, he went from Mr. Shy Guy to Mr. Stalker in two 

seconds fl at.
BRIT:  But that was until he got into the costume room. Then he 

changed for the better.
JASMINE:  Brit, are you trying to tell us something?
BRIT:  Cory and I are going to prom.
JASMINE:  You are? Wow! I didn’t see that coming.
BRIT:  Neither did I, but, isn’t he cute?
CORY:  (ENTERS LEFT, dressed as a cowboy, complete with hat boots, 

neckerchief and lasso.) Why, shucks! There you are, sweetpea!
URSULA:  Cory?!
SPEEDY:  You look like the Lone Ranger.
CORY:  Smile when you say that!
SOPHIE:  Somebody’s been reading “The Virginian.”
CORY:  I don’t got time for books, l’il lady. I just got time for punchin’ 

cattle, ridin’ the range, ’n’ square dancin’ with my darlin’! (Drops 
the lasso over BRIT and pulls her to him.)

SCOTT:  I don’t know which is worse… the Phantom or Buffalo Bill!
JASMINE:  What difference does it make? They’re both classics! 

(CURTAIN CLOSES.)
END OF PLAY

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES LIST
ONSTAGE, ENTIRE PLAY:  Counter or work table, several boxes, 

handmade sign reading “Classics on Parade.”
BROUGHT ON, ACT ONE, Frame Story:

Page of a script (ABIGAIL)
Note card (MS. COLLINS)

ONSTAGE, ACT ONE, Romeo and Juliet:  Spatula.
BROUGHT ON, ACT ONE, Romeo and Juliet:

Hat reading “Slick Chick,” rag (JASMINE)
Spatula (PARIS)
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BROUGHT ON, ACT ONE, Frankenstein:
Canvas bag large enough for a person to hide in (FRANKIE)
Laptop with wires (IVA)

ONSTAGE, ACT ONE, Phantom of the Opera:  Black cloth covering the 
counter.

BROUGHT ON, ACT ONE, Phantom of the Opera:
Gum, purse containing a voice changer (CHRISTINE)
Sunglasses, checkered jacket, contract, phantom mask, hat, cape 

(CHARLIE)
Ball, paper airplane (THROWN FROM OFFSTAGE)
Scarf (MARIE)
Whistle, pen (INSPECTOR)
Pen, notebook (COSETTE)

BROUGHT ON:  ACT TWO, Frame Story:
Flowers (SCOTT)

ONSTAGE, ACT TWO, Sherlock Holmes:  Two old-lady masks, two 
fl owered hats, bottle of tonic, spoon.

BROUGHT ON, ACT TWO, Sherlock Holmes:
Piles of paper, pen (JONI)
“London Times” newspaper, mirscham pipe, deerslayer hat (LORD)
Sewing basket containing thread, gold toothpick and pair of 

glasses (LADY)
Old lady mask, hat (JONI, SHIRLEY)

ONSTAGE, ACT TWO, Legend of King Arthur:  Plastic sword.
BROUGHT ON, ACT TWO, Legend of King Arthur:

Rag (MYRNA)
Broken sword, large sword, crown, red cape (ARTIE)

BROUGHT ON, ACT TWO, Frame Story:
Flowers (SCOTT)
Cowboy outfi t including hat, boots, neckerchief and lasso (CORY)

SOUND EFFECTS
Thunder, loud electronic sound, operatic aria, operatic duet, knock on 
door.

COSTUMES
All performers should wear similar plain outfi ts, such as t-shirts and 
dark pants or jeans. To establish various characters, add hats or 
accessories such as sunglasses and jackets.
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Thank you for reading this E-view. 
This E-view script from Pioneer Drama Service will stay 
permanently in your Pioneer Library, so you can view it 
whenever you log in on our website. Please feel free to save it 
as a pdf document to your computer if you wish to share it via 
email with colleagues assisting you with your show selection.

To produce this show, you can order scripts for your cast and 
crew and arrange for performance royalties via our website or 
by phone, fax, or mail.

If you’d like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our 
customer service representatives are happy to assist you when 
you call 800.333.7262 during normal business hours. 

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. 

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!



DRAMA WITHOUT THE DRAMA
Words on a page are just words on a page. It takes people to turn them into plays and musicals. At Pioneer, we want 
the thrill of the applause to stay with you forever, no matter which side of the curtain you’re on. Everything we do is 
designed to give you the best experience possible:

WHy PIOnEER:

Maintain control of your casting. 
We know you can’t always control who auditions. Take advantage of our many shows that indicate flexible casting and switch 

the genders of your roles without restrictions. And with Pioneer, you also get access to scripts that were written for the entire 

cast, not just a star lead performer like so many other mainstream musicals and plays.

adapt and custoMize.
Pioneer helps you manage the number of roles in your production. We indicate where doubling is possible for a 
smaller cast, as well as provide suggestions where extras are possible to allow for additional actors. Both options will 
help you tailor your play for your specific cast size, not the other way around.

Be original.
Get access to fresh, new musicals that will let your actors develop their characters instead of mimicking the same 
personalities we see on stage year after year. 

take advantage of our teaching tools.
Pioneer’s CD Sets include two high quality, studio-produced discs – one with lyrics so your students can learn by ear, 
the other without so they can rehearse and perform without an accompanist or pit band. You can even burn a copy of 
the vocal CD for each cast member without worrying about copyright laws. And with payment of your royalty, you have 
permission to use the karaoke CD in your actual production.

it’s like having an assistant.
Use our Director’s Books and benefit from professional features designed by and 
for directors. Line counts, scene breakdowns, cues and notes – you’ll love our 
spiral-bound, 8½” x 11” books with the full script only on one side of the page to 
leave plenty of room for your own notes.

videotaping? We’d Be disappointed if you didn’t!
With Pioneer, you’ll never have to worry about videotaping your production 
and posting it on YouTube. In fact, we encourage it. We understand that your 
production is about your performers, not our script. Make the experience the 
best it can be, take pictures and videos, and share them with the community. We 
always love seeing our scripts come to life.


